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Arqo
The ergonomic dual-function sprayhead
switches between aerated stream and
powerful spray to handle all your kitchen
tasks, and is enhanced with Reach™
technology for an extended range of
motion. Soft rubber nozzles wipe clean
with the swipe of a finger, preventing
limescale build-up so that you’ll always
enjoy a long-lasting powerful flow.

Kore KWT330-33 MSRP: $930

WORKSTATION SINK with
integrated ledge supports a range
of accessories, allowing you to
work right over the sink without
losing an inch of counter space 5-
PIECE CHEF’S KIT includes a solid
sable cutting board, stainless steel
colander, protective bottom grid,
drain assembly and decorative
drain cap.

KPF-2523MB MSRP: $559
KPF-2523SFS MSRP: $449

*Accessories may vary



A geometric single lever handle complements the hexagonal body,
and offers smooth operation with effortless temperature and flow
control. Premium components, including a best-in-industry aerator
and leak-free ceramic cartridge, ensure a lifetime of functionality. 

Esta

KBF-1211SFS MSRP: $339 
KBF-1211MB MSRP: $369 
KBF-1211GM MSRP: $449 
KBF-1211BG MSRP: $485

KVF-1210SFS MSRP: $365 
KVF-1210MB MSRP: $415 
KVF-1210GM MSRP: $485 
KVF-1210BG MSRP:  $485



These cutting-edge solid
surface bathroom sinks have an
elegant white matte finish and
contemporary silhouettes.
Natura™ sinks are thoroughly
tested, with off-the-charts
great performance in drop
tests, and will not crack or chip
even if heavy items hit the
surface.

Natura



Simple and versatile designs
that create a clean look and
easily complement any
bathroom décor.  The smooth,
non-porous ceramic surface is
scratch-resistant, naturally
hygienic, and protected with a
premium baked-on glaze for a
high-gloss finish that’s easy to
keep clean.

Elavo

KCV-140
Round Vessel Sink
(D)17 3/4" x (H)5"

 MSRP: $240

KCV-142
Round Vessel Sink w/ Overflow

(D)18 1/4" x (H)5 1/2"

KCV-125
Square Vessel Sink

(L)16 3/4" x (W)16 3/4" 
x (H)4 1/2"

KCV-126
Flared Square Vessel Sink
(L)16 1/2" x (W)16 1/2"

x (H)5 1/2"

KCV-127
Soft Square Vessel Sink
(L)18 1/8" x (W)16 1/2"

x (H)5 1/2"

KCV-135
Modern Art Vessel Sink
(L)15 3/4" x (W)15 3/4"

x (H)6 1/8"



            W A R R A N T Y

W H O  T O  C O N T A C T

        J O B  Q U O T E S

To request special pricing for a large project contact your
Kraus sales representative or email orders@kraususa.com. 

The warranty extends to the original consumer purchaser
for only as long as the original purchaser owns the home in
which the sink or faucet was first installed. This warranty is

not transferable, between homes or owners, and is
only applicable to residential use.




